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People gets information about 
weather forecasts 

On TV
On radio

From the 
Internet



It’s seriously 
when 

farmers lose 
their harvest 
because of 

rain



And 
sailors 

get into 
trouble 

when the 
wind rises



Farmers and sailors are interested 
in weather forecasts



All day and night weathermen are 
collecting information from ships and 

planes weather stations



My family usually watch 
the weather forecasts on 

TV



Weather

► According to the 
weather forecast… 

► The weather forecast 
says that…

► A thunderstorm

► Gale

► Fog

► A heavy shower

Согласно прогнозу 
погоды…

В прогнозе погоды 
говорится, что…

Гроза

Буря

Туман

Сильный ливень



What will the weather be 
like tomorrow?
► It will be rainy
► It will be cool
► It will be foggy
► It will be windy
► It will be dull
► It will be nasty
► It will be bright
► It will be awful
► It looks like rain/ 

snow/ 
gale/thunderstorm

► Дождливая
► Прохладная
► Туманная
► Ветреная
► Пасмурная
► Ненастная
► Ясная
► Ужасная
► Похоже, что будет 

дождь/снег/буря/г
роза. 



Answer the questions:

► 1) What will the weather be like in the South of 
France tomorrow?

► 2) Tell about the weather in Italy?
► 3) Will it rain in the North of Norway?
► 4) What will the weather be like in the South of 

Norway?
► 5) Tell about the weather forecast in Russia for 

tomorrow (East, West, North, South)?



Weather Forecast for 
tomorrow



Europe



France

  According to the 

weather forecast

for tomorrow it will be

cloudy in the North of

France and sunny,

becoming cloudy in the

 afternoon in the South.



Italy

►                                     Heavy showers in the West and a 
►                                                                  mix of sun and 

cloud in the East



Norway

The weather forecast says that 

it will snow in the North and 

rain in the South. The weather 

will be dull and nasty. 



Russia

      According to the weather forecast, it will be foggy in the East, rainy in the 
South, it will snow and rain in the West. It looks like rain and thunderstorm in 
the North.


